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ASD Emozione and Team Bahrain Victorius have started a partnership
scouting project during The event.
Collaboration type
For 3rd Trofeo Emozione edition, the UCI World Tour Team Bahrain Vicotorious has been involved in a
scouting partnership project that aim to move close young rider to professional cycling world.
It's will of Team Bahrain Victorious bring the winner of the race inside a training camp to work closely with
the professional riders and the staff. With this experience the guy will have the opportunity to find out
what it means to be a profiessionl rider; at the same time he'll have a lucky occasion to be known by the
team. On event day some staff members of Team Bahrain Victorious will be present to following the race
and take part to award ceremony.










Welcoming teams
in Fiera Pordenone
Start race
in Pordenone
Finish
in Tramonti di Sopra
Awards ceremony
and final event



For any information:






The event is organized by ASD Emozione in collaboration with the Municipality
PN organization and with the support of important partners and sponsors.


 



An extremely technical and tough race but, at the same time, fascinating.
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“3rd Trofeo Emozione” Is a National bike race for Juniors and it
starts in the centre of Pordenone. A spectacular trail 127 km long
that touches famous towns such as Spilimbergo, homeland for the
mosaic, the Grave, also called "'the wine roots”, Val D'Arzino,
crossed by the same named river that flows through beech forests
creating a number of waterfalls and natural pools, the altimetric
peak of Forcella del Passo Rest (1052 m), an important pass that
connects two valleys, Tagliamento and Tramontina and at last
Tramonti di Sopra, the arrival.
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If you want to became sponsor of the race please contact us immediately.

Based on your contribution, you will be placed in one of the 4 sections, each with different
possibilities of obtaining visibility, during the event, on social channels, web and lot more.
For more information write us an e-mail or visit our website.
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